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ABSTRACT 
Consider the isometric property (P): the restriction to the unit ball of every bounded linear func- 
tional is sequentially continuous in the ball topology. We present m this paper a systematic study of 
this property. which is a sequential version of the well known ball generated property. A separable 
Banach space is Asplund if and only if there exists an equivalent norm with property (P). However. 
in nonseparable spaces this equivalence does not work. Examples of nonseparable Banach spaces 
with property (P) which are not Asplund are given. Also, we exhibit a nonseparable Asplund space, 
namely the space of continuous functions on the Kunen compact. admitting no equivalent norm 
with this property. We characterize reflexive spaces as those satisfying that every equivalent norm 
has property (P), thus improving a previous characterization Involving the ball generated property. 
Fmally. we investigate the relationships between property (P) and Grothendieck spaces. 
I INTRODUCTION 
The ball topology of a Banach space X is the coarsest topology bx so that every 
closed ball is bx-closed. Thus, a base of neighborhoods of x E X in bx is the 
family of subsets X \ LJ:= ,Br, where B; is a norm closed ball and x $ B,, 
i= 1 , . . . . n. This topology was first employed by Corson and Lindenstrauss [7] 
and later studied in [4], [5], [6], [13] and [15]. The ball topology bx is coarser than 
the weak topology of X and, in general, is neither Hausdorff nor regular, even 
on bounded sets. 
A norm has the ball generated property (BGP for short) if every closed 
*Supported in part by DGICYT grant PB 94-0243 and PB 96-0607. 
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bounded convex set is bx-closed. It turns out that a norm has the (BGP) if and 
only if the restriction of every bounded linear functional to the unit ball is bx- 
continuous. Equivalently, if bx and weak topologies agree in the unit ball. We 
are concerned here with the sequential version of the (BGP) introduced by 
A. Plans in [29]. More precisely. we say that a norm has property (P) whenever 
the restriction of every bounded linear functional to the unit ball is bx-sequen- 
tially continuous. We intend to give a systematic discussion of property (P) 
emphasizing its geometrical and topological significance. 
Section 2 contains a characterization of property (P) which is a key tool for 
the following sections. All equivalent formulations of properties (P) and (BGP) 
that will be used (sometimes without explicit reference) in what follows are 
collected together. We give also a brief outline of the relationships between 
property (P) and nice smoothness. In particular, the hereditary property (P) is 
equivalent to the hereditary nice smoothness, thus implying asplundness. 
In Section 3, we provide several examples of Banach spaces possessing or 
failing the properties studied in the previous section. In particular, we prove 
that the supremum norm on the space of continuous functions on certain 
compact sets has property (P) and it is not nicely smooth. On the other hand, 
while property (P) is equivalent to asplundness in separable Banach spaces, the 
geometric implications of property (P) in nonseparable spaces are quite far to 
be the same. Examples of nonseparable spaces with property (P) which are not 
Asplund are given. It is also proved that the set of continuous functions on the 
Kunen compact [28] is an Asplund space admitting no equivalent norm with 
property (P). 
In Section 4, several geometrical properties related to property (P) are 
established as equivalent formulations of reflexivity. For instance, it is proved 
that a Banach space X is reflexive if and only if every equivalent norm has 
property (P) or, equivalently, X is weakly compactly generated and there is an 
equivalent dual norm with this property. 
In the last section we are concerned with the weak* version of property (P) in 
dual Banach spaces. It is proved that this property does not imply Asplund in 
separable dual spaces and quite general renorming results with this property 
are given. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Given the Banach space X, we denote by B(X) the closed unit ball, by S(X) the 
unit sphere and by X’ the topological dual of X. Given _XO E X \ {0}, the one 
dimensional subspace spanned by x0 is denoted by [_yg]. Finally, B(.u; Y) will be 
the closed ball with center x and radius r. Let us begin this section by char- 
acterizing the nets of S(X) which are bx-convergent to 0. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (X, 11 11) be a Banach space and {_x~},~~ c B(X) a net such 
that Ilx,II > s > 0. i E I. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(1) For each J* E S(X), lim, d(_~. [xl]) = 1. 
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(2) For every closed ball B c X \ (0). there exists io E I such that x, $ B 
bvhenever i > io. 
Proof. Consider a closed ball B = B(y; r) = {x : IJx -yll < r} such that 
0 5 r < 1lyll. From (I), we have that lim,d(y/]ly](, [x!]) = 1 and this implies 
lim, d(y, [x1]) = Ilyll. As r < Ilyll, we obtain (2). 
To prove the converse, suppose that there is y E S(X) such that lim; d(y, [x,]) 
f; 1. Without loss of generality. we may assume that d(y, [xl]) I r < 1, i E I. 
So, there exists X, E [l - r, 51 such that either Xi-X, E B(y; r) or --X,x, E B(y; r). 
Passing to a subnet, if necessary, suppose that Xix, E B(y; r) and lim, X, = 
X0 E [l -r,s]. Thus, if 0 < E < 1 -r, we can choose is EZ such that 
XOX, E B(y; r + E) for i > io. Hence, X, E B($ ; y) c X \ (0) for i 2 io. a con- 
tradiction. 0 
We denote by SC(bx) the set of all bounded linear functionals which are 
sequentially continuous on (B(X), bx). S’ mce b.y is a prelinear topology [15], 
SC(bx) is the set of all bounded linear functionals whose restriction to the unit 
ball is bx-sequentially continuous at 0. Using that SC(b.y) = X* if and only if 
every sequence {x,,} c S(X) which is bx-convergent to 0 is also weakly null, 
we have the following characterization. 
Corollary 2.2. A Banach space (X, I( . 11) has property (P) if and only ij 
{xn} c S(X) is wleakly nuNprovided lim, d(y, [_)cn]) = 1 for each y E S(X). 
If we consider now the set C(bx) of all bounded linear functionals which are 
continuous on (B(X), bx). the corresponding characterization to the fact 
C(h,y) = X’ is the (BGP), that is, whenever b,y and the weak topologies agree 
on B(X). Equivalently, as in the case of property (P), if every net {x,} c S(X) 
satisfying that lim, d(y, [x,]) = 1 f or each y E S(X) is weakly null. Observe that 
above results imply that, in separable Banach spaces, properties (P) and (BGP) 
coincide. Indeed, in these spaces the topology bx satisfies the first countability 
axiom thus implying that C(bx) = SC(b,y). 
To continue our account of equivalences for properties (P) and (BGP), we 
recall some definitions. The topology bx is said to be locally linear if (B(X) ~ 6.y) 
is regular. It is known that bx is locally linear (see [15, Theorem 5.3 and Theo- 
rem 5.41) whenever: (i) &I g X, (ii) X = Y* and Y has the Radon-Nikodym 
Property (RNP), etc... Given 0 < X < 1, we say that the subspace Y c X” is 
A-nornzing on (X, I/ . 11) if sup{y(x) : ~3 E S(Y)} 2 X for every .Y E S(X). The 
subspace Y is said to be norming on X if it is X-norming on X for some 
O<X<l.Anorm]/.II m a Banach space X is nice/l, smooth ((N) for short) if 
there are not 1-norming proper closed subspaces in X* [16]. It was proved in [15, 
Theorem 8.3 and Proposition 5.11 that the norm )I . 1) has the (BGP) if, and only 
if, 11 11 has property (N) and b,y is locally linear. Relationships between prop- 
erty (P) and Asplund spaces are stated in the following proposition of which we 
omit the proof (it can be found in [4] and [ 15, Theorem 8.31). 
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Proposition 2.3. Let X be a Banach space. Then. 
(1) rf(X, II . III . zs an Aspiundspace. then 11 11 has the (BGP) $11 . II is (N). 
(2) Zf(X. II . 11) isseparable, then II . I/ is (P) $11 . II is (IV). 
(3) ZfX is separable, then X admits an equivalent norm with property (P) if/‘X 
is Asplund. 
Proposition 2.3 suggests the possibility of considering the hereditaty property 
(P), namely property (PH). In fact, property (PH) for a Banach space (X I/ . 11) 
implies that every separable subspace Y has separable dual (since, by Propo- 
sition 2.3, (Y, 11 . 11) would be (N), whence Y” is separable) and, therefore, that 
the space X is Asplund. In [22, Lemma 71 it was proved that the space X is 
hereditarily nicely smooth (NH) provided every closed subspace generated by a 
basic sequence is (N). Hence, since X is (PH) if and only if every separable 
subspace is (P), we easily conclude that properties (NH), (PH), and by the 
above proposition hereditary (BGP), are equivalent. 
Given a Banach space (X, II II), denote by z(X, II . 11) the set of sequences 
{_~n} c S(X) h h w ic are &-convergent to 0 and by %(X: (( . 11) the correspond- 
ing set of nets. It is not clear neither ‘G(X, ]/ 11) # 0 nor if every equivalent 
norm on X satisfies this property. However, there exists a wide class of Banach 
spaces where the answer is affirmative. For instance, we know that a space is 
not Schur if and only if there exists a weakly null sequence {_x~} c S(X) and, in 
this case, obviously {s,} E g(X, II II). In the following proposition we provide 
sufficient conditions for #5(X, I[ . 11) # 0. On the other hand, every Banach 
space contains a weakly null net in its unit sphere and then %(X, II II) # 0. If 
Z C: X’ we denote by ZI = {_x E X : =(.x) = 0 for every = E Z}. 
Proposition 2.4. Given a Banach space (X, II II), then e(X, 1) 11) # 0 whenever 
any of the following conditions is satis$ed: 
(1) X is not a Schur space. 
(2) (X. II . 11) is a dualspace. 
(3) There exists in X* a sequence {Zn} ofproper w *-closed subspaces such that 
Z, cZ2~...cX*andU,~1Z,isl-normingonX. 
(4) X is separable. 
Proof, Part (1) has been mentioned above. Part (2) is a direct consequence of 
the Josefson-Nissenzweig theorem [9, Chapter XII]. To prove (3), it suffices to 
choose a sequence {x,,} c S(X) such that _‘c, E Zni, n E N. Part (4) follows 
from (3). 0 
Remark 2.5. (1) Proposition 2.4 shows that nonseparable dual Schur spaces 
cannot be renormed with an equivalent dual norm having property (P). This is 
the case, for example, of Ci (r) with r uncountable and JH’, the dual of the 
James-Hagler space JH [20]. It seems to be an open problem whether there 
exists a nonseparable Schur space X such that g(X, II . 11) = 0. 
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3 EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Proposition 3.1. If K is an infinite compact Hausdorflspace, then the supremum 
norm 11 . 11 on C(K) is not (N) and then is not (BGP). In addition, if there is a 
cluster point p E K with a countable base of neighborhoods, then the norm I/ . 11 
fails propert)* (P). 
Proof. The first assertion is clear because if p E K is a cluster point of 
K and SX_ E S(C(K)*) is such that &(f) =f(k), f E C(K), k E K then 
Z = span(-&)l,EKj~p~) is a I-norming proper closed subspace of C(K)*. 
For the second assertion, let { V,,}, >, be a countable base of open neigh- 
bourhoods of p such that V, + 1 c V,l. -Consider a sequence {xn} c S(C(K)) 
such that 0 5 .x~ 5 1, x,, = 1 on V,, 1 and x,, = 0 on K \ V,. Then, 
lim, d(y, [x,J) = 1 for every y E S(C(K)) but {.un} is not weakly null since 
$(.u,,) = 1, n 2 1, where 6,,(f) =.f(p),f E C(K). 0 
In consequence, if K = [l, ~1, q an ordinal, q > w, where w is the first infinite 
ordinal, with the order topology, the supremum norm on C(K) is not (P). We 
can make the most of this fact to show that, even in separable spaces, property 
(P) is not hereditary. The following result is in fact a special case of [16, Pro- 
position 3.11 which shows that (P) does not pass to l-complemented hyper- 
planes. 
Proposition 3.2 ([ 161). In separable Banach spaces a norm with property (P) has 
not necessarily property (PH). 
Proof. We shall give here a proof for the sake of completeness. Con- 
sider the space X = C([l,w]) with the supremum norm 11 . 11 and denote 
e, = 11,) E C([l,w]), n > 1. Th en X = [el] $ C([2, w]). Let F = (6, : n > 2) 
U (6, f S,, }. It is easy to see that C = cOnv (*F) (the closure in the norm 11 . II* 
or in the w*-topology, it doesn’t matter) is a w*-closed bounded absolutely 
convex subset of X* with non empty interior. Consider the equivalent norm 
1.~1 = sup{f(x) : f E C} = sup{lf(.u)l :f E F} 
whose dual norm has unit ball C. The points of F are weak*-strongly exposed 
in C by {e, : n > 2) U {$(lp,~l 31 el)} respectively. Therefore, any 1-norming 
closed proper subspace of X’ should contain F. Since span(F) = X*. then 
(X, / 1) is (N) and, by Proposition 2.3, it is also (P). Finally, as (X, I I) contains 
an isometric copy of (C( [l, w]), II II), namely C([2, w]), we conclude that 
(X, I . I) is not (PH). q 
Next we show that property (P) implies neither property (N) nor Asplund, in 
nonseparable Banach spaces. As a consequence, note also that property (P) 
does not imply the (BGP). 
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Proposition 3.3. Let I be an uncountable set with the discrete topology and al its 
AlexandroflcompactiJication. Then, the supremum norm of C(CEZ) is (P) but not 
(N). 
Proof. Let K = al = Z u {a}, where Q is the unique limit point of K. Pick a 
sequence {_Y~} in S(C(K)) such that lim, d(y, [.)cn]) = 1, for every y E S(C(K)). 
Then lim, xn(i) = 0, for each i E I, since 5, E B(C(K)*) is a weak* denting point 
and therefore bx-continuous on B(X). We claim that lim,x,(a) = 0. Indeed, 
suppose the contrary and without loss of generality, assume that lim, x,(a) = 
a E (0, l] and x,(a) > 4 for every n > 1. Let I’, = {k E K : xn(k) > 4} 
and V = n,, 1 V,. Since card (K \ V,) < +cc, then card (I’) > Ni, whence 
V n Z # 0. Obviously, for i E V n I, we have x,,(i) > 4, for every n E N, a con- 
tradiction. Being C(K)* s Ci (K) we get that {x~} is weakly null and the supre- 
mum norm is (P). It follows from Proposition 3.1 that the supremum norm is 
not (N). 0 
If Z is an infinite set with the discrete topology, denote by PZ its tech-stone 
compactification. Then BZ \ Z is a Hausdorff compact space totally dis- 
connected (i.e., there is a base of the topology consisting of clopen sets) and 
such that every Gn nonempty subset has a nonempty interior [32]. This fact 
allows us to prove the following result: 
Proposition 3.4. If Z is an infinite set, the usual supremum norm of C(?Z \ I) = 
1, (Z)/c”(Z) hasproperty (P) but it does not haveproperty (N). 
Proof. Let K = /3Z \ Z and pick a sequence { fn} in S(C(K)) such that 
lim, d(y, [fn]) = 1 for every y E S(C(K)) and p E K. We claim that 
limnfn(P) = 0. If not, without loss of generality, we can suppose that 
lim,fn(p) = a E (0, l] and fn(p) > 4, HEN. Let V,={k~K:f;(k)>;,i= 
1,2, ..,n} and I/ = n,,,i V,l. Then V is a nonempty Ga subset of K. Let 
U be a clopen such that 0 # U c V and consider y = 1~. We have 
]i(y~~fn)I~il 5 1 -i and II(Y -~h)lK\cll = l/;_LJK\cII 5 43 a contra- 
diction. Finally, the Dominated Convergence Theorem proves that the supre- 
mum norm of C(K) is (P). 
The proof of the second assertion follows from Proposition 3.1. More- 
over, there is no equivalent norm on C((pZ \ I)) with property (N) 
since dens (C(,dZ \ I)) = 2@, where p = card (I) and dens (C(/3Z \ I)‘) = 2”, 
u=2/‘. q 
The property studied in Proposition 3.4 is satisfied by a whole bunch of com- 
pact sets. It is considered in particular in [3] and [33]. 
A separable Banach space is Asplund if and only if it has property (P). Last 
example has shown that, in general, property (P) does not imply Asplund. We 
prove now the existence of a (nonseparable) Asplund space which cannot be 
renormed to have property (P), namely the space of continuous functions on 
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the Kunen compact K: [28], constructed using the continuum hypothesis. Some 
properties of C(Ic) have been studied in [2], [13], [17], [19] and [24]. We need first 
the following lemma. If Y C X, we denote by Y’ = {x’ E X’ : x*(y) = 0, 
for every y E Y}. 
Lemma 3.5. Let (X, ]( 11) he a B anach space and Z c X* a w*-closed subspace. 
Then, for each x* E X* and for every’ c: > 0, there exists x E S(Zl) such that 
]d(x*. Z) - x*(x)] < 6. 
Proof. If Y = ZI, then Z = Y’ and Y’ g X*/Z (isometry). Consider the 
canonical quotient map Q : X* 4 X*/Z. Then, for every x* E X’, (1 Q(.x*)II = 
d(x*, Z) and from this fact follows the statement. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, there exists a nonseparable 
Asplund space, namely the Kunen space C(K), admitting no equivalent norm with 
property (P). 
Proof. If K is the Kunen’s compact then C(K) is a nonseparable Asplund 
space since K is scattered [28, pg. 11281. Given an equivalent norm ]I II on 
C(K), there exists Y c C(K)* a I-norming separable closed subspace [24]. Pick 
.Y* E S(C(K)*) such that d(x*; Y) 2 3/4 and subspaces Y,, c Y such that 
dim( Yn) = n, Y,, c Y,,+I, and span(U,>i Yn) = Y. By Lemma 3.5, we can find 
a sequence {xn} in S( C( K)) such thatt.xn E Yai and lim inf,> 1 x*(x,) 2 3/4. 
Then .Y,, converges to 0 in the o(C(K), Y)-topology and this implies that 
lim,, d(x! [.~,?I) = 1, for every s E S( C(K)). On the other hand, clearly {xn} is not 
weakly null. q 
Notice that the proof of Proposition 3.6 shows that (P) fails as soon as the dual 
contains a separable I-norming proper subspace. However, in general, (P) does 
not imply (N) as we proved in Proposition 3.4. 
I PROPERTY (P) AND REFLEXIVITY 
We are concerned in this section with the possible equivalent formulations of 
reflexivity in terms of property (P) and norming subspaces. The results, as one 
could have expected, are in the line of characterizing reflexive Banach spaces as 
those spaces satisfying that every equivalent norm has property (P). Indeed, it 
was proved in [ 151 that a Banach space is reflexive if and only if every equivalent 
norm has the (BGP). 
Given a Banach space X, we denote by H(X) the subspace of all u E X** such 
that there is a sequence {xn} c X converging to u in the g(X**, X’) topology. 
We say that X is weakly sequentially complete (WSC, for short) when- 
ever H(X) = X. Given a subspace I’ c X**, denote by d(S(X), V) = 
inf{ /Is + w(I : ;Y E S(X), 2/ E V}. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let X be a Banach space. The following are equivalent: 
( 1) X is reflexive. 
(2) Ever), equivalent norm on X is (P). 
(3) IfZ c X* is a norming closed subspace and {x,,} a bounded sequence in X 
such that lim, .u, = 0 in the a(X, Z)-topology, then {x,1} is weakly null. 
(4) Cl g X and every w*-closed subspace V c X** such that d(S(X), V) > 0 
satisfies VnH(X) = (0). 
Proof. (1) + (2) By [15, Theorems 8.1 and 8.21 every equivalent norm on a 
reflexive Banach space is (BGP). 
(2) + (3) By renorming, if necessary, suppose that Z c X* is a 1-norming 
closed subspace and {sn} a sequence in S(X) converging to 0 in the a(X, Z) 
topology. It can be easily checked that lim, d(y, [sn]) = 1 for all 4’ E S(X), 
whence, having the norm property (P), we obtain that {_t-,l} is weakly null. 
(3) + (4) Assume that Y c X is a closed subspace isomorphic to [I. Let 
T:P, - Y be the corresponding isomorphism and Q : X’ + Y* the canonical 
quotient map. Clearly U = T*- ‘(c,,) is a closed subspace of Y’ X-norming on 
(Y, 11 11) for some X > 0. Consider F = Q-‘(U). We claim that F is norming on 
X. Indeed, pick .K E S(X). If s E Y, clearly sup{f (.y) : f E S(F)} > X so we 
may assume that x +! Y. Then: 
(a) Suppose that dist(.r, Y) < II= &. Let y E Y be such that 11~ - 111 < 71. 
Then, 11~11 > 1 - 7 and there exists f E S(F) such that f (y) > A( 1 - 7). Thus 
f(_y) = f (J’) -f (J - x) > A( 1 - .rl) - 77 > x/2. 
(b) Suppose that dist(.u, Y) > q. As Y’ c F, then 
sup{ f (x) : f E S(F)} > sup{f(s) :,f E S( Y’)} = d(x, Y) > rl 
and, therefore, F is r]-norming on X. 
Consider now yn = T(en) where {e,},,. , is the canonical basis of e,. As 
lim, e, = 0 in the a(C1, c,)-topology and-T* o Q(F) = c,, we conclude that 
lim,I’n = 0 in the a(X, F)-topology, but {yn} cannot be weakly null since {e,} is 
not. This contradicts (3) and thus X does not contain a copy of [I. 
Let Y c X** be a wT*-closed subspace such that p = d(S(X), V) > 0. By 
[31, Lemma 4.51 this implies that Z = V, := {z E X” : ~(2) = 0, v E V} is 
CL-norming on X. Suppose that there exists ‘u E V n H(X), ‘u # 0. Let {xn} be a 
sequence in X such that lim,x,, = u in the 0(X**, X*)-topology. As ‘u E Z’, 
clearly lim, .x,, = 0 in the a(X, Z)-topology but {_v~} cannot be weakly null since 
ZJ # 0. Thus, V n H(X) = (0). 
(4) 3 (1) If there exists u E X** \ X, then [u] is a weak* closed subspace of 
X** and d(S(X), [u]) > 0. By (4) we get that u $ H(X), whence X = H(X). It is 
known that a Banach space is reflexive if, and only if, it is weakly sequentially 
complete and fails to have a copy of ll [30]. 0 
A Banach space X is said to be weakly compactly generated (WCG, for short) 
if there is a weakly compact set W c X such that X = span(W). This class 
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includes separable and reflexive spaces. Recall that a Banach space X is said to 
be Grothendieck if every weak* null sequence of X* is also weakly null. 
Proposition 4.2. A Banach space X is reflexive if and only 8 it is WCG and X* 
admits an equivalent dual norm with property (P). 
Proof. If X is reflexive, then it is WCG and, by Proposition 4.1, every dual 
norm has property (P). To prove the converse, it is enough to observe that, if the 
dual norm (1 II* of a Banach space has property (P), then X is Grothendieck. 
Indeed, if {z~} is weak* null then it is bx-convergent o 0. Since SC(6x*) = X**, 
{zn} is weakly null. Now, it is well-known that a space is reflexive iff it is WCG 
and Grothendieck [lo, pg. 1791. 0 
It is an open problem to know whether a Banach space is reflexive provided 
every equivalent dual norm has property (P). This question can be answered 
affirmatively if we consider property (BGP) instead of property (P). Indeed, a 
space with a dual (N) norm is reflexive, since X c X** is always a 1-norming 
subspace on X’. 
5 PROPERTIES (P*), (BGP’), AND GROTHENDIECK SPACES’ 
It is possible to consider, in dual Banach spaces, the corresponding weak* ver- 
sion of property (P). We say that a dual norm )I . (I* on a dual Banach space X* 
has property (P”) if {zn} converges to 0 in the weak* topology whenever {z,,} is 
a sequence in S(X*) such that lim, d(z, [zn]) = 1 for each z E S(X*). 
Several results obtained in the preceding sections for property (P) are valid 
for property (P*) as well. Analogously, it is again relevant to consider here 
property (BGP*): every weak* compact and convex set in X* is intersection of 
finite unions of dual balls. Equivalently, (B(X*), IV*) = (B(X*), by) or, also, 
{ z,},~, converges to 0 in the weak* topology, whenever {z,}~ E I is a net in S(X*) 
such that lim, A(:, [z,]) = 1 for all I E S(X*). It was proved in [15, Theorem 6.31 
that if X* has the (BGP*) then X* has a unique predual, that is, there is exactly 
one compact Hausdorff topology on B(X*), induced by a locally convex linear 
topology on X’. 
It can be worth to begin by observing that not every dual norm enjoys prop- 
erty (P*). This is the case of (ei, 11 . 11,). Indeed, let u, = ie, + ie,, where (e,) 
is the canonical basis of Ii. We can see easily that lim, d(u, [u,J) = 1 for all 
u E S( Pi ) but clearly {un} is not weak* null. On the other hand, the existence of 
dual norms with property (P*) but failing property (P) can be deduced from 
Proposition 5.1. Actually, property (P’) does not imply asplundness in sepa- 
rable dual spaces: ei admits norms with (P”) and, since it is not Asplund, there 
is no equivalent norm with (P). Recall that a long biorthogonal system 
{.\.,7.~T>,t~ c X x X’ in a Banach space X is a biorthogonal system such that 
dens(X) = card(Z). 
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Proposition 5.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then: 
(1) If X has a long biorthogonal system, X” admits a (BGP’) dual norm. 
(2) Zf(X, 11 11) is locally uniformly rotund, (X’, 11 11’) is (BGP”). 
(3) rfX has the RNP, every equivalent dualnorm on X’ is (BGP*). 
(4) Zf(X, II . 11) is (BGP), (X**, )I )I **) is (BGP*). 
Proof. (1) Godun and Troyanski proved that every Banach space X having a 
long biorthogonal system admits a norm /I . )I with property a (see [17]). Then X 
is generated by the elements of S(X) which are denting points of B(X). Since 
these elements are continuous on (B(X*),bx.) [15], we have that X = C(bx*). 
Hence (B(X*), bx*) = (B(X*), w*) and II . I)* is (BGP’). 
(2) If (X, I( . 11) is locally uniformly rotund, each .Y E S(X) is, in particular, a 
denting point of B(X). So, by the above argument, we have that the norm II II* 
is (BGP*). 
(3) If X has the Radon-Nikodym property, we have that for every equivalent 
norm B(X) = m(E), where E is the set of denting points of B(X). With the 
same arguments used in (1) we obtain that every equivalent dual norm has 
property (BGP*). 
(4) We only need to use the weak* density of B( X) in B( X**) and [ 15, Lemma 
3.41 to realize that b,~+, agrees with the weak*-topology on B(X**). •i 
Given a Banach space X. it was shown in the proof of Proposition 4.2 that 
the existence of a dual norm on X* with property (P) implies that X is Gro- 
thendieck. Among other things it implies that, if I is an infinite set, the supre- 
mum norm of F,(Z) has not property (P) since Ii (I) is not Grothendieck. Call 
P-Grothendieck space every Grothendieck space which has a equivalent norm 
(I 11 such that /[ . II* is (P). Ob . viously, every reflexive space is P-Grothendieck 
and for a Banach space X the following are equivalent: (i) X is Grothendieck 
and X* has an equivalent dual norm with (P*); (ii) X is P-Grothendieck. 
Let n be the smallest cardinal such that there exists a family (A,),EU of subsets 
of LJ satisfying: (a) nrEqAl is infinite for all finite q c p; (b) there is no infinite 
A c w with A \ A, finite for all i E p (see [12]). It is known that i~1 5 p < c and 
that if we assume Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the Continuum 
Hypothesis (CH) then WI < p. 
Proposition 5.2, Let X be a Grothendieck Banach space. 
(1) If densX = n, then X is P-Grothendieck. 
(2) Under CH, (f densX = c, then X is P-Grothendieck. 
Proof. (1) Haydon proved [21] that if X is a nonreflexive Grothendieck space, 
then X* has a subspace isometric to LI ((0, 1) ‘). So, X* has a copy of P?(p) and 
X has a quotient isomorphic to !l(p). Thus X admits a long biorthogonal 
system. 
(2) This is clear because, under CH, we have p = c. Cl 
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Nevertheless, without assumptions on cardinals, Proposition 5.1 allows us to 
give some classes of P-Grothendieck spaces, namely: 
(1) If K is a compact Hausdorff space extremally disconnected, then C(K) is 
P-Grothendieck. Indeed, it is known that C(K) is a Grothendieck space [lo, p. 
1791. Let Q be the least cardinal such that K has a base of cardinality o. Then, 
0 = dens C(K) [26, p. 1101 and there is a continuous function from K onto 
[0, 11” [l]. So, there exists in C(K)* a copy of e,(a) and, therefore, a long bior- 
thogonal system on C(K). By Proposition 5.1 (1). the dual space C(K)* admits 
an equivalent dual norm which is (BGP*) and C(K) is P-Grothendieck. 
(2) In general, if K is a Hausdorff compact space such that C(K) is Gro- 
thendieck and there exists in C(K)* a copy of Li(X,,), where X,, is the Lebesgue 
product measure in [0, l] n (or the canonical Haar measure in (0, l} “) and 
(Y = dens C(K), then there exists a copy of [z(o) in C(K)* [26, p.1281. Thus !:(o!) 
is a quotient of C(K) and hence C(K) has a long biorthogonal system. So, by 
Proposition 5.1 (1) we get that C(K)* has an equivalent dual norm with prop- 
erty (BGP’). 
(3) Consider the quotient Banach spaces f,(I)/h,(S), where I is an arbitrary 
set, p is an Orlicz function such that cp $ Ai, E,(I) is the corresponding Orlicz 
space on I, and 
/r,(S) = {x E P,(I) : for every X > 0, 
there is s E S such that 1; 
( > 
7 <oo}, 
S being the ideal of elements with finite support and &(f) = CIE, p(J) for 
everyf‘= MEI E l,(I). It is proved in [18] that: (i) l,(I)/h,(S) is Grothen- 
dieck; (ii) dens(l,(I)/h,(S)) = n = mN~~ with m = card(I); (iii) there exists a 
copy of co(n) in 9,(I)/h,(S). S o, again by Proposition 5.1 (1) the space 
f,(I)/h,(S) is P-Grothendieck. In particular, if I is an infinite set, the space 
C(/L?I \ I) is P-Grothendieck because C(,l?I \ I) = &,Jl)/c~(l). 
It is an open problem to determine if every Grothendieck space is P-Gro- 
thendieck. A Grothendieck space X with the Radon-Nikodym property sat- 
isfies that every equivalent dual norm on X’ has property (P) and, thus, it is a 
natural question to know if a Grothendieck space X with the Radon Nikodym 
property is reflexive. The answer is affirmative if X is a Banach lattice. Indeed, 
CO g X and so, X is order-continuous. But a a-complete Grothendieck nonre- 
flexive Banach lattice contains a copy of 4’, ([27, Corollary 5.3.14]), so X is 
reflexive. 
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